Web-Based Application Will Revolutionize
Tracking in the Steel Industry
Dripping Springs, Texas – P2 Programs is excited to announce the launch
of

,a web-based steel tracking system that will bring instant, real-time

tracking information to your fingertips and will operate on a wide variety of
operating systems (OS) including iOS, Android, and Windows. The official
launch date for

is April 22, 2020.

STSX will revolutionize the steel industry by providing fabricators with extreme mobility through the
use of phones, tablets, and other devices to access all tracking information instantly. STSX will be a
core technology, essential for managing the shop floor processes within the steel industry. STSX will
alleviate the need to access a PC in order to view shop floor tracking information, enabling fabricators
to know instantly the status of all jobs on the shop floor. P2 Programs is the first to offer the steel
industry instant access to this barcoded tracking information on virtually any device.
STS
Runs on Devices with a Browser*
View All Information Real-Time
Multi-Lingual
Database Supports Multi-Divisions
Per Corporation
Routing Across Multiple Divisions
Unique Barcode Per Piecemark
Electronic Verification of Information
Virtually Error-Free Data Collection
Built-in Report Writer
*must support HTML 5

STSX

Paul Parks, President of P2 Programs, states “STSX will allow our clients to go above and beyond in
exceeding their customer’s expectations when it comes to having first-hand information on the status
of that company’s job. They can tell their customer in an instant where their steel is in the fabrication
process without the delay of having to go back to the office and look it up on a PC. They will have it
in their hand, real-time. STSX will put our clients on the next level to serve their customers with timely
and accurate information.”
Since 1992, P2 Programs’ STS software has helped fabricators efficiently track their products within
the shop and from vendor to vendor all the way to the job site by giving them the ability to uniquely
identify each piece of steel with a barcode serial number. The use of STS barcoded steel has
provided for a virtually error-free data collection environment while saving money and employee time.
STSX will be debuted at the 2020 NASCC: The Steel Conference in Atlanta, GA on April 22nd-24th,
2020.
About P2 Programs
P2 Programs, owned by Paul Parks, started in 1986 as a part-time venture (officially in 1988 with a
DBA) by writing barcode applications (inventory and process tracking applications) for various
barcode suppliers in the Houston, Texas area. After four years of construction experience with Brown
& Root (Capital Projects Division) and another four with Baker Oil Tools in the manufacturing
operation, P2 Programs began full time operations in 1992. Based upon our experience with
construction and manufacturing process tracking, P2 Programs is the place to turn to solve your
company’s data collection challenges.
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